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Abstract—A systematic approach to construct an effective
multivariate test response model for capturing manufacturing
defects in electronic products is described. The effectiveness of the
model is demonstrated by its capability in reducing the number
of test-points, while achieving the maximal coverage attainable
by the specific test method on an industrial circuit.

to the supply ramp test. For each technique, the #Testpoints
indicate the number of response variables chosen, while the
Testpoint indicates the index of the response variable. The %
R. Coverage is the percentage relative to the coverage of the
PCA-MD based multivariate response analysis technique.

I. I NTRODUCTION

TABLE I
C OMPARATIVE R ESULTS

Since the parametric variation and the measurement bias
have become integral part of VLSI manufacturing and test
environment, the paradigm of test response analysis has shifted
from univariate [1] to multivariate analysis [2]. In a univariate
analysis, only one test response variable is analyzed at a
time. In contrast, in a multivariate analysis, a third artificial
variable, which is a combination of at least two test response
variables, is analyzed via a regression scheme. To circumvent
certain limitations of the regression schemes methods, like the
choice of test variable to the amount of correlation among test
variables, this paper proposes an alternative multivariate test
response model based on the Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) and Mahalanobis Distance (MD).
II. PCA-MD BASED M ULTIVARIATE R ESPONSE M ODEL
The PCA-MD based Multivariate Response Model, capable
of classifying devices into non-defective or defective devices,
is based on the Principal Component Analysis procedure for
variable reduction [3], in combination with the multivariate
distance metric the Mahalanobis distance [4]. The model is
parameterized by a set of measurement variables that remain
significant for such a classification. Once such a parameter
variable set has been designated, a reliable metric is computed
from the set of measurements corresponding to the significant
variables. The empirical distribution of the metric so determined from k samples of the golden devices is utilized to
classify the arbitrary device into non-defective or defective
device.
III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A full analogue RF product is used to demonstrate the
applicability of the PCA-MD based multivariate response
model for classifying devices into non-defective and defective
ones. Table I shows the results of 3 multivariate analysis techniques: the PCA-MD (PCA-MD based multivariate response
analysis technique), VRT [5] and the PCA [6], applied to the
measurement responses of Known Defective Devices (KDDs)
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Method

#Testpoints

Testpoint

% R. Coverage

PCA-MD
VRT
PCA

2
5
24

8,14
{19,20},{20,21},{16,17}
{1,2,..24}

100
99.04
96.21

The relative coverage of a PCA technique with all the testpoint measurements was less compared to the PCA-MD and
VRT techniques. The number of test points for the PCA-MD
was lower compared to the PCA and VRT and yielded the
maximum coverage.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We have described a multivariate test response modeling
technique based on a PCA variable reduction technique and
Mahalanobis distance metric. The advantage of this modeling
technique is that it chooses only the most relevant measurement data for classification purposes. The requirement for a
high amount of positive correlation among pair of measurement variable, imposed by the VRT technique, was relaxed
by choosing a suitable metric in the proposed model. The
invariance of the metric to scaling extends the flexibility of the
applying the model to heterogeneous production environments.
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